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They may be called "Babycakes," but the results are definitely grown up.   The BabycakesÃ¢â€žÂ¢

Cupcake Maker is one of the most popular entries into the small appliance category in recent years.

Over one million units of this nifty and charming appliance were sold last year, with the numbers

only expected to increase as news, reviews and word spread about this ingenious appliance.  The

BabycakesÃ¢â€žÂ¢ Cupcake Maker is a stand-alone appliance that sits on the countertop, has a

cooking area and closes with a hinged and handled lid. It features a nonstick surface that contains

eight compartments for baking cupcakes, muffins, cheesecakes, hand pies and tarts, quiches,

scones, pot pies or appetizers. It's hugely efficient -- it can bake eight cupcakes in just five to eight

minutes -- so you can begin to understand the huge appeal. It also comes with an icing bag,

decorating tips and crust tools to ensure perfect results every time. These deliciously delightful

recipes have been created specifically for use in the maker and go from breakfast to bridal showers

to after-school snacks and elegant parties. They include:  Red velvet cupcakes Cookies and cream

cupcakes Pink lemonade cupcakes Black forest cupcakes Mojito tart cupcakes Pumpkin

cheesecake Almond raspberry cheesecake Southern pecan pie bliss Coconut cream tart Bacon,

egg toast cup Cheesy hash browns Spicy empanadas with three fillings Homestyle pot pies Fresh

tomato pizza bites Artichoke tomato bundles.   Fun, fast and delicious -- what more could you ask?
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It's chock full of tips on how to use your little cake mixer and even has a gluten-free section. (Paul

Hope Good Housekeeping 2011-12-09)This innovative cookbook is written, and all recipes tested,



with correct size/portion and baking times specific for the appliance. The recipes feature everything

from classics and kid favorites to innovative flavors, and even cupcakes with liquor. Recipes are

also included for frostings, pies, gluten-free treats and cheesecakes. (Houston Lifestyles and

Homes Magazine 2011-12-01)

Kathy Moore and Roxanne Wyss are recognized as leading experts in small appliances and wrote

the booklet that is packed with the Babycakes cupcake baker by Select Brands. Their recipes

appear regularly in the James Beard Award-winning column "Eating for Life" in the Kansas City

Star, and they appear regularly on national television.

Review for the actual book and condition of it is what the seller said it would be, used very good

condition, I think is what was listed but regardless, the book inside is perfect. No rips, tears or

markings of any kind, looks brand new. However on the outside of the covers both front and back

you can tell its used. There are little indents all over that you normally get on soft back books over

time and you can just tell its used. But even for being used it looks fantastic. The book was kept in

very very good condition!! Being able to see it in person knowing how it looks, I would definitely still

buy it. The seller delivered exactly what he said it was used very good condition. For the contents of

the book, so far I am very pleased!! I bought this for my 11yr old daughter who is just starting out on

her love for baking things. I got her the Babycakes multi treat baker and wanted her to have this

book as well. In the beginning of the book it has, How to Use the Babycakes Cupcake Maker along

with how to store the cupcakes and other treats as well. It tells you what baking items you should

have in your pantry at all times to make the different treats. It gives you tips and tricks on decorating

and frosting and alternatives to frosting, also how you can display your cupcakes or if you want

theme party cupcakes, you have 12 different themes to choose from! It has so many cupcake

recipes to choose from but it also has cheesecakes, pies, tarts, muffins, glazes, lunch, supper and

dinner ideas/recipes as well!! It is also easy to understand and follow through on. Some recipes can

be so hard to follow and the recipes in here aren't. Which I am very pleased with because I know my

daughter will be able to follow the directions. Very happy with this purchase!! You will not be

dissapointed with this book!!! It will also give you GREAT mother and daughter bonding time.. To

me that is the best part!!

Love this book! Recipes are easy, quick, & quite delicious! And of course- way too darn cute when

they're all done baking!



Great recipes! I substitute sugar free ingredients and organic coconut oil in place of butter and they

still come out great.

Some nice recipes. My granddaughter and I are fans!

Full of recipes, lacking illustrations

I bought the Babycakes Baker with all the intension of using it instead of my regular-sized muffin

pan, because they looked so cute. I had to purchase this Recipe Book separately which was an

added expense (Plus shipping and handling). Some of the recipes are very unique but are more

time consuming because you have to make a Lot more batches. I didn't find it worth the time or

effort. Sorry.

Received on time and according to advertised.

Bought this as a gift. Have not actually read it. But it does look good and I can't wait to try the

recipes.
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